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Is there a duty of care on agents to disclose conduct rules and Homeowners Association Constitutions? 

 

We have had a number of comebacks recently after transferring sectional title units, where the buyers come to realise that they 
either have more pets than the conduct rules allow; or too many inhabitants staying in their unit because the rules limit the 
number of people per unit; or that he may not put up a structure in their garden without Trustee’s permission; or the rules 
regarding when noise may be made on a Sunday are too restrictive etc, all because they were not aware of these rules – or any 
rules for that matter. In each of these matters the buyers are accusing the agents of not having informed them properly. We are 
aware that similar complaints have arisen where Homeowners Associations exist.  
 

 
In SA we are moving into a world where consumers are enjoying far more protection than ever before. Soon enough this will have 
a major impact on how service providers are judged when they are accused of having failed in their duty of care. Article 4.1.1 of 
the EAAB Code specifically states that “An estate agent shall [my emphasis] convey to a purchaser ...of immovable property ...all 
facts concerning such property as are, or should reasonably in the circumstances be [my emphasis], within his personal 
knowledge and which are or could be material to a prospective purchaser ... [my emphasis]” 
 

In our view, an agent is definitely required to ensure that when a buyer buys into an ST (and an HOA for that matter):  
 

1:           His / her attention is drawn to the fact that his / her use of the Property; its finishes; structural changes etc will be governed 
by a set of rules after transfer i.e. he/she cannot simply do as he / she pleases; and 

 

2.           That he / she has been given a fair chance to study the rules / Constitution (if buying into an HOA) before making an offer. 
 

In THE AGENT (EAAB’s magazine) of November 2014 there was (ironically) an article about the growing need for professional 
indemnity insurance cover for agents to protect them against damages claims due to negligence. This merely underlines the need 
for you to ensure that when you sell in an ST / HOA, please make sure that the following clause, or something to this effect, finds 
its way into the contract: 
 

For a Sectional Title sale: 
 

The Purchaser confirms that the Purchaser is aware that the Property is subject to the jurisdiction of a Sectional Title Body 
Corporate and that the Purchaser has read the Conduct and Management Rules of the Body Corporate or waived the right to 
do so, and that that once the Property is registered into the Purchaser's name the Purchaser will be bound to the said Rules. 
 

And for a HOA sale: 
 

The Purchaser warrants that the Purchaser is aware that the Property is subject to the jurisdiction of a Home Owners Association 
and that the Purchaser has read the Constitution of the Home Owners Association or waived the right to do so and that once the 
Property is registered into the Purchaser's name the Purchaser will be bound to the said Constitution. 
 
 
 

Regards 
Robert Krautkramer 
Conveyancing Director 


